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The meeting was called to order at 10.55 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 33, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 

46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53 (continued) 

Mr. ZEA (Colombia) (interpretation from Spanish): Mr. Chairman, 

it is an especial pleasure for my delegation to congratulate you most warmly 

on the distinction conferred on you by your election to guide the work of 

this important Committee during the present session; and likewise to congratulate 

the other officers of the Committee. It has been an extremely wise election 

because of the exceptional merits and qualities of all the officers and my 

deleGation expresses its best wishes for the success of the delicate task 

entrusted to them. 

The interesting debate which is taking place at this time on disarmament 

items, even though on occastion it has pointed to the lack of effect of the 

United Nations attempts to reduce the arms build-up throughout the world, 

nevertheless has not been coloured by the deep pessimism which characterized it 

in the past. This is due no doubt not to any improvement in the terrifying 

picture presented by the arms build-up, nor to any achievements which may have 

been registered ln the course of last year, but to the fact that we can at last 

look forward to an event which, i::, has bec:::1 11>·edicted, offers the only way of 

avoiding a catastrophic failure of United Nations activities to contain the arms 

build-up during its 31 years of existence. This event will be the special 

session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament which will begin on 

23 May 1978. 

Colombia has participated in preparations for this event and we wish to 

emphasize the interest with which all members of the Committee established for 

that purpose have been co-operating to convene that session. In this connexion, 

I am pleased to praise and thank, on behalf of Colombia, the work performed by 

the Chairman of that Committee, Ambassador Carlos Ortiz de Rozas of Argentina. 

The preparatory work has indeed been skilfully guided, as can be inferred from 

the report submitted to the General Assembly. All circumstances have been taken 

into account and an endeavour has been made to reconcile all factors so that this 

session, which is of the utmost historic significance, will fulfil the anguished 

hopes of a world continuously exposed to an imminent catastrophe. 
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During the meetings of the Preparatory Committee our delegation emphasized 

the need to ~ive the greatest weight to what is called in the draft agenda for 

the session na programme of action 11
• It is obvious from that meeting that 

concrete and practical measures must emerge that will permit a reduction of 

nuclear and non~nuclear arsenals, the cutting of military budgets, the elimination 

of deadly weapons of mass destruction, incendiary, chemical and bacteriological 

weapons and the achievement of effective control over the transfer of and trade 

in arms. Nuclear tests in all environments must be prohibited and the vertical 

and horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons must be halted, with effective 

sanctions against those who violate the agreements and rules to be adopted to 

that end. Unless this programme of action has these results, mankind 1-rill 

once again be disappointed as it has been so many times in this regard since the 

end of the Second 1-Torld ltJar. 

I am bound to confess that my delegation is somewhat sceptical about the 

positive results of the special session of the General Assembly scheduled for 

next year, although we shall continue to co-operate to the greatest possible 

extent in the work of the Preparatory Committee within the limitations imposed 

on us by necessity as a developing country with no military capability. 
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Our concern lS that only a rhetorical declaration will come out of that 

meeting, like the innumerable others produced in the United Nations, and a 

mountain of documents such as those which accumulate on the subject of disarmament 

year after year, without producing any practical result thus far. That scepticism 

is understandable, because while it is true that no human group can be indifferent 

to the tremendous threat of the arms build-up and all peoples of the earth must 

co-operate to eliminate it, it is no less obvious, whatever may be said to the 

contrary, that responsibility lies solely with the highly industrialized countries 

which manufacture weapons, which traffic in them, which have an advanced technology 

to mru~e those weapons more deadly and more cruel, and which often promote conflict 

in order to expand the market for their deadly and macabre merchandise. 

Several delegations have referred to priorities in regard to disarmament, 

ln view of the approach of the special session to be held next year. Of course 

the primary concern is nuclear disarmament. Once nuclear arsenals with their 

incalculable destructive power are eliminated, there would at least remain a hope 

for the survival of mankind on the planet, and of civilization. This is what 

justifies all the efforts of the international community to achieve nuclear 

disarmament, what makes it urgently necessary for all States, without exception, 

to sign the various agreements designed to prevent the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons, and what makes it imperative for the umntries producing those weapons to 

undertake effective negotiations to reduce or eliminate them. They should begin, 
"'!; • ~ .... ' 

of course, with a solemn commitment to refrain completely from any kind of nuclear 

test. 

But the very serious problem remains of the manufacture, accumulation 

and transfer of conventional weapons. My delegation, like many delegations 

present here, has had an opportunity to express its profound concern on this 

subject. I should ~ike to state that my delegation endorses the well-judged 

arguments on this question advanced by the representative of Japan, 

Ambassador Motoo Ogiso, in this Committee at its meeting on 27 October last. 
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The truth, as several other speakers have pointed out, is that the problem 

of the manufacture and transfer of conventional weapons has not been the 

subject of a careful analysis by the United Nations. Last year Colombia 

co-sponsored a draft resolution designed to draw the attention of the 

General Assembly to this question so that it could be studied in detail. 

Unfortunately we could not muster sufficient votes for that draft resolution 

to be adopted. That, however, does not detract from the importance of this 

problem, which is at present perhaps the most acute in the field of disarmament. 

The special session of the General Assembly will of necessity have to deal 

with it, because the gravest calamities suffered by the world since the existence 

of the United Nations have been due mainly to the growing trade in conventional 

weapons. 

It bears repeating that international trade in arms has risen to 

exorbitant figures. The manufacture of these weapons constitutes one of the 

most lucrative industries in the world and is perhaps the most significant 

factor in the commercial prosperity of several industrialized countries. 

That trade involves a dynamic irreversible force. On the one hand, there are 

the financial interests of producing countries to sell weapons and, on the 

other, there is the requirement of other countries to obtain them. The incentive 

to acquire those weapons is often specific defence and security needs. In other 

cases, they are required simply to maintain predominance in internal affairs. 

But the fact remains that the acquisition of weapons by any country at once 

arouses an urgent desire to obtain weapons on the part of neighbouring countries, 

and thus begins a headlong arms race in the various regions. States try to have 

a degree of military superiority, which leads them to devote to military 

investments large sums that are sorely needed for other tasks that are far more 

urgent and have a superior claim. Here we would venture to recall a statement 

made last year to the effect that trade in conventional weapons has increased 

to $20 billion per year. In this very debate it has already been pointed out 

that the largest and most highly qualified group of specialized technicians and 

engineers are employed on the production of those weapons. 
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Is it possible to continue in this way vith the knowledge that this 

terrifying figure represents death and pain on a corresponding scale throughout 

our planet? We realize that there are many interests involved in this field 

and that the matter is exceedingly complex, because some interests involved 

may be respectable, while others certainly are not. We must distinguish between 

the security and defence needs of nations and the voracious appetite of some 

Powers for profit for the purpose of enrichment and domination. Such a motive 

is quite simply monstrous, because we must not forget that on occasion large 

investments are made by countries with few resources. 

With respect to this question we have already said on past occasions 

that trade in arms with the third world has the doubly damaging effect of the 

destructive power of the weapons, in the first place, and of the restrictive 

effect of that traffic on the efforts of those countries to contend with the 

tragedy of under-development. While poverty, ignorance and disease increase, 

so is the volume of armaments increasing. 
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It is impossible to understaml. the degree of irresponsibility of certain 

developin~ countries today when resources which should first and foremost be 

devoted to the welfare of peoples are diverted to investments in the macabre 

arms trade. He fail to comprehend, for example, how in a brotherly continent 

such as Latin America, where armed struggle among fraternal countries is 

impossible and vrhere it is extremely difficult to satisfy even the most elementary 

needs of its inhabitants, vmo for the most part lead a sub-human existence, the 

value of arms purchases amounted to more than $500 million in 1975 and 

$700 million in 1976. 

In view of what I have just said, my delegation vrould insist, with all due 

respect, that the problem of the transfer of conventional weapons be given the 

greatest priority mnong the concerns of the United Nations General Assembly at its 

forthcoming special session. It 1-muld be most desirable for delegations to have 

sufficient documentation available to allow them clearly to determine the present 

and projected scope of this disquieting problem. It is understandable that 

disarmament activities should concentrate on the elimination of weapons of mass 

destruction, chemical and bacteriological 1-reapons, incendiary weapons and all 

those ueapons that are capable of bringing a1:·out the most horrifying suffering. 

But if it is a question of protecting life, of banning violence and the use of 

force, we must insistently seek the elimination of every kind of weapon. 

Let us hope that the concerted action of all nations will truly influence 

the minds of the leaders of the world, particularly those who bear the major 

responsibility for the fate of man at this time in history, so that something 

really effective will be achieved in the field of disarmament. So far, all has 

been confusion and failure. National interests are always placed above the supreme 

interests of mankind. Throughout the existence of the United Nations the efforts 

of this Organization to halt the arms race have been unproductive. Let us hope 

for a change in the course which we have been following and let us try to find the 

light and the certainty of a new direction in the unique opportunity which is now 

being given us really to build a better world. Accordingly, we most ardently hope 

that the purposes so grandiloquently expressed by those who presume to be the 

standard bearers of the salvation of mankind will at last become reassuring 

realities. 
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Mr. HAQUE (Bangladesh): Mr. Chairman, permit me first of all 

to extend our warmest congratulations to you, Sir, and the other officers 

of the Committee on your unanimous election. I am confident that under 

your able leadership this Committee will successfully conclude the tasks 

entrusted to it. 

Every year the First Committee faithfully records for posterity the dangers 

inherent in the failure to disarm. The statistics of the adverse consequences 

that accrue are terrifying in their magnitude: a global arms build-up which 

appears to have run amok with military expenditures progressing geometrically 

into hundreds of billions of dollars; a menacing pyramid of nuclear and 

conventional stockpiles which threaten global annihilation several times over; 

and a gigantic waste of money, technology and skilled personnel diverted from 

more productive channels to meet the positive needs of humanity for peace and 

economic development. Yearly the disarmament debate echoes the refrain that 

failure to act is a hazardous folly, a collective madness. Annually it 

underscores that humanity is falling behind in a race which it dare not lose, 

that the problem is far outrunning progress. And yet, as the Chairman of the 

BanBladesh delegation highlighted in the general debate in the General Assembly, 

n ••• the only palliative {seems to b~} the recognition of the peril 

and the record of its danger and cost to mankind, with no significant 

advance to halt, control or reverse this {inexorab1~_7 process. n 

(A/32/PV.21, p. 86) 

For Bangladesh, therefore, the decision to convene the special session 

on disarmament, in the wake of the initiative undertaken by the non-aligned 

nations, holds an overwhelming significance. It offers a vital opportunity 

to tackle anew the fundamental problems in the field of disarmament within 

the full glare of international publicity and with the equal participation 

of all States irrevocably bound together by their common vulnerability to sudden 

extinction. No longer can smaller States afford to view this question from 

the peripheries of the process as mere spectators; nor can their role be 

reduced to that of exhortation. Today all nations and all individuals are 

accountable, for all are involved. They can and must play a part in the 

search for viable solutions. 
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My delegation would like to take this opportunity to pay a tribute to the 

Chairman of the Preparatory Committee for the Special Session, 

Ambassador Ortiz de Rozas, for the commendable manner in which he has directed the 

affairs of the Committee. vTe have no doubt that under his informed leadership the 

croundwork will be laid for the success of the session. 

In the welter of approaches to solutions of this central problem of our time, 

Bangladesh believes that there are two cardinal imperatives which have assumed 

overriding priority: 

First and foremost is the recognition that considerations of national security 

are incompatible with disarmament, so long as there exists no viable international 

security system based on law and order and the collective responsibility of all 

nations for maintaining peace, abjuring the use of force and settling disputes 

through just and peaceful means. The real issue of disarmament therefore hinges on 

the crucial balance between national insecurity and the degree of international trust 

and confidence which can be collectively reinforced. It goes without saying, as the 

Secretary of Foreign Affairs of the Philippines so aptly pointed out, that 

"Nations cannot be expected to, and will not, disarm in a vacuum devoid of 

security guarantees. 11 (A/C.l/32/PV.ll, p. 36) 

It follows, therefore, that the focus of our attention must be directed along 

two parallel and intimately connected fronts. In the first place, it is to be 

directed at nothing less than a warless w·orld to be attained through a series of 

comprehensive measures aimed not merely at international control of armaments -

meaning the stabilization of the levels of armaments - but a phased programme for the 

substantive reduction and elimination of such arms and the ultimate goal of general 

and complete disarmament under collective international control. 
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The second would involve simultaneous progress towards an adequate world 

security system to fill the void. That, inter alia, must provide reliable 

mechanisms for verification and for compliance with disarmnmcnt agreements, 

lay down adequate procedures and means to settle disputes nmong nations 

peacefully, and strengthen the peace-keeping and peace-making ability of the 

international community through the collective policing of sanctions and 

permanent peace-keeping forces. 

The hard realities of military and economic dominance notwithstanding, 

such an approach remains the only viable alternative in a world so interdependent 

that any action anywhere can have fearful repercussions on all, including 

the major Powers. 

The second imperative priority concerns the fundamental link 

between security and economic development, inherent in the recognition that 

peace and prosperity are indivisible and that there can be no freedom from 

want without a concomitant freedom from fear. The economic reasons for 

disarmament are obvious in the plethora of statistics that have highlighted 

the incongruity of a world situation in '\-Thich military programmes devour 

over ~~300 billion annually, but in which more than half a billion people 

suffer serious malnutrition and starvation, nearly 500 million school-age 

children cannot be educated and hFtlf a billion people lack ao.equate 

shelter or health care. 

It is not our intention to detail the various comparisons. They have 

been adequately highlighted in the reports of the Secretary-General and 

numerous governmental, non-governmental and individual publications. It goes 

without saying that such massive arms expenditures are destructive even if 

the vreapons that proliferate as a result of those expenditures are never used, 

for they inflict painful economic hardship directly and indirectly on millions 

of people, and above all they undermine national, regional and international 

security. 
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Bangladesh therefore whole-heartedly supports the initiative t:-cken by the 

Nordic countries in proposing that the United Nations undertake a comprehensive 

study to spell out the implications of global military expenditure for all 

relevant aspects of the economy and to examine methods for a planned 

reallocation of resources towards more productive ends. A major field for 

study with a viev to practical implementation is sur2"ested by the videspread concern 

to effect a reduction in military budr,ets and to transfer human and material 

resources to areas of development that sorely require them. 

The theory of the so-called irreversibility of the arms race 

is no longer credible. It is now evident that the escalating arms race is 

incompatible with the waintenance of international security~ nor does it ensure 

or strengthen national security. The approach to disarmament is intimately 

rooted in the search for a new international political and economic order 

based on mutual trust and justice, on the principle of equal security for 

all States and on the recognition of national independence and international 

co-operation. 

The acid test of our endeavour and that of the special session of the 

General Assembly on disarmament will lie in our ability to devise a programme 

of action~oriented recommendations incorporating specific objectives, 

meaningful priorities and targets that can be achieved, with inbuilt mechanisms for 

co-ordinating, reviewing and following up action - a programme that is 

flexible and realistic enough to command the widest measure of support. 

The basic ingredients of such a programme are clearly discernible, 

the highest priority being accorded to measures pertaining to nuclear disarmament, 

the containment of qualitative vertical proliferation, includin~ the cessation 

of nuclear weapons tests, and progressive steps for the reduction and elimination 

of nuclear weapons, including delivery vehicles. Bangladesh firmly believes 

that the international community should universally decry the use of 

nuclear weapons under any circumstances as being illegal under international lau. 

It should enjoin on all nuclear-weapon States a pled~e never to use 

such weapons against non-nuclear-weapon countries, along with their pledge 

m:vE::r to be the first to use such iiRrtpons. 1:-Te believe that affirmation 
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of intention can acquire validity only when meaningful action is initiated 

and not made contingent upon action to be taken by others. It follows that 

the primary responsibility for taking the lead in this field devolves upon the 

major nuclear Powers. He hope that the promise of progress towards a halt in 

vertical proliferation made by the United States President and the Soviet 

Foreign Minister recently will be translated into fact and that there will be 

progress not only towards a freeze on the deployment of such weapons, but towards 

their progressive reduction. We also hope that that will be extended to 

agreements not to manufacture or deploy qualitatively improved nuclear weapons, 

and \{ill lead to rapid progress towards the conclusion of a total nuclear-test-ban 

agreement. 

Equally important are efforts to contain and curb horizontal proliferation 

by strengthening the credibility of measures towards this end,the most crucial 

being the psychological climate which would be created by the nuclear-weapon 

Powers through a prompt reduction of their nuclear arsenals. It is obvious 

that smaller nations will not be induced to give up their access to nuclear 

Heapons 1vithout a reciprocal prohibition of the rights of nuclear->Veapon States 

to retain them indefinitely. The crux of the argument is clearly 

the issue of the continued existence of nuclear >Veaponry in the hands of any one 

national Government, and not that of the potential possession of nuclear weapons by 

additional nations. Bangladesh, for its part, views the nuclear Non-Proliferation 

Treaty generally as a positive measure, but its views are contingent upon three 

interconnected concerns. Firstly, >Ve consider that the nuclear Non-Proliferation 

Treaty cannot be vie>Ved as a discriminatory mechanism aimed at permanently 

dividing the 1vorld into nuclear and non-nuclear nations. 

Secondly, >Ve believe that a major incentive for adherence to the Treaty 

>Vould be created if the security of non-nuclear countries against nuclear 

intimidation or attack 1vere safeguarded throu[';h effective commitments incorporated 

into the Treaty. Those co~itments must ensure not only active intervention in the 

event of threatened or actual aggression, but also a forthri~ht assurance that the 

nuclear Po>Vers themselves Hould guarantee not to use such lveapons against 

non-nuclear countries. 
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Finally, effective measures must be taken to ensure the adherence of all 

countries ,.rithout exception to the NPT, and to scrutinize closely, monitor 

and expose the nuclear programmes of all States outside the regime~ particularly 

those with near-nuclear potential. 

nmong the vital considerations affecting the Treaty are issues that 

revolve around the question of peaceful nuclear energy and, in particular, 

peaceful nuclear explosions. Nuclear Powers obviously cannot expect to retain 

indefinitely an option on nuclear monopoly without significant guarantees 

ensuring the broad availability of peaceful nuclear energy under safe, economic 

and equitable conditions for non-nuclear States. In this connexion, many 

developing countries are concerned about the dwindling prospects for increased 

collaboration and assistance in this field, given the intensification of 

commercial competition in the sale of nuclear technology and the vast profits 

attendant thereupon. In the meanwhile, the controversy over the fact that 

nuclear activities for peaceful purposes are indistinguishable from military 

nuclear activities, particularly in so far as they relate to peaceful nuclear 

explosions, is a concern th~.t impinccs on the future validity of the NPT. 

There is therefore an il2'!perative need to explore further means, such as hov 

to motivate and attract more nations to adhere to the Treaty. Among the more 

important steps will be measures directed tmvards closer co-operation among all 

States in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and the transfer of nuclear 

technology under non-discriminatory and universally applicable safeguards. 

In that regard Bangladesh welcomes the recent initiation of the work being 

undertaken by the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation Conference in 

Washington. 
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In another important respect prospects appear to be improving in the CCD and 

in bilateral ner:;otiations among the super-Povrers; that is, with regard to a treaty 

banning most if not all chemical weapons. Bangladesh believes that progress towards 

that end should constitute an important priority not only because of the desirability 

but also the feasibility of reaching an early agreement. 

There is a close interrelation between measures prohibiting the development of 

new weapons of mass destruction and the refinement of existin€" ones. Tie stronr.ly 

support all measures directed towards the banning of any nevr weapons of mass 

destruction and limitations on research and development proframmes towards this end. 

The fact that responsibility for hastening the process of disarmament rests 

primarily upon the nuclear Powers does not, however, preclude non-nuclear States 

from assuming their own obligations. Of paramount interest to Bangladesh are 

measures to strengthen regional and subregional co-operation, to elaborate basic 

principles and identify eJements of regional and subregional security, to further 

the relaxation of tension by the peaceful settlement of disputes, and to encourage 

ac;reements of mutual benefit on the basis of friendship and recognition of equal 

sovereignty. 

Perhaps the most welcome trend in this regard is the movement towards regional 

approaches to disarmament apparent in initiatives such as the creation of zones of 

peace and nuclear-weapon-free zones. lfuile there is an undoubted need to iron out 

difficulties >rith regard to definitions of both concepts and geographical locations 

as well as to the obligations incumbent upon nuclear Powers in connexion with such 

zones, we fully agree with the Secretary-General's conclusion that such 
1;Nuclear-free zones would in no way compete idth or conflict with the 

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons and could indeed 

provide a means of extendine and reinforcing the objectives of the 

Treaty and thus help to strengthen and prcmote the regime for the 

non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 1
; 

Bangladesh has also repeatedly expressed its support for the proposal to 

declare the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace, neutrality and denuclearization with 

the dual objective of excluding great-Power rivalry and competition and 
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strengthening regional co-operation and security. We firmly believe that the 

disappearance of great-Power presence or rivalry would not automatically ensure 

peace and tranquillity in that area, for, while it would aid the process of 

achievinB that peace and tranquillity, it could not substitute for the 

obligations to be contracted by the countries of the region themselves to ensure 

their security. 

\ve fully support General Assembly resolution 2832 (XXVI), which calls upon 

the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean, permanent members of the 

Security Council and major maritime users of the Indian Ocean to promote the 

objectives of establishing a system of universal collective security without 

military alliances and to strengthen international security through regional 

and international co-operation. Bangladesh welcomes the move to convene a 

conference of the above-mentioned States and believes that anong its najor tasks 

should be those directed towards strengthening guarantees and safeguards not 

only to preclude great-Power military presence in the area but also potential 

rivalry and competition among regional States. Bangladesh also supports the 

timely proposal of Madagascar to hold a preliminary meeting of the littoral and 

hinterland States in order to evolve a common position on such a regime for the 

Indian Ocean. 

Like many other countries, Bangladesh subscribes to the view that among 

the serious omissions of past disarmament discussions have been measures to curb 

the phenomenal growth in the conventional arms race. More than four fifths of 

world military expenditures are devoted to conventional arms. World-wide trade 

in arms has escalated to such an extent that more than $18 billion are spent 

annually in such trade. Developing nations import arms at the rate of 

$6 billion a year. Since the Second World War these weapons have contributed 

to the deaths of millions of people in conflicts located mainly in third-world 

countries. In a sense the real threat to international security continues to 

emanate less from potential nuclear war than from the use of conventional 

weapons. In a world in which the most pronounced phenomenon is the unequal 

relations between States, local wars arising out of fear of domination, 

exploitation and interference in internal affairs constitute a continuing danger, 

particularly since they can and do draw into their vortex the bigger nations of 

the world. Bangladesh believes that the ramifications of these problems should also 

be the subject of discussion and recommendations at the special session. 
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In so far as institutional and negotiation mechanisms are concerned" 

Bangladesh strongly supports the strengthening of the central role of the 

United Nations in the disarmament process. This obviously arises from the fact 

that the obligations eventually established for the achievement of disarmament 

must be applied universally and verified impartially, and therefore only a global 

agency can adequately perform the task. Moreover, all nations must be equally 

involved and committed in the performance of such tasks and must have the 

opportunity to express views and to make proposals. However, Bangladesh agrees 

that a variety of functional forums large and small could operate simultaneously. 

We agree that attention must be devoted to streamlining and restructuring the 

working methods of existing bodies so as to facilitate greater co-ordination 

of mechanisms within the United Nations, regional organizations and bilateral 

negotiations. This would constitute an important field of activity for the 

special session. 

If there is any consolation to be derived from the mad onrush of the arms 

race it is the fact that it has brought humanity face to face with the perception 

of its own fallibility and insignificance. The risks, hazards and costs of 

delay in halting and reversing this seemingly inexorable process are now well 

known. In the final analysis the world is faced with the choice between 

pursuing its present course towards self-destruction or seeking a world in 

which considerations of individual national power and prestige are abandoned 

in favour of collective responsibility for a universal security system of global 

law and order. This is the challenge that now faces us. 

Mr. GUNA-KASEM (Thailand): Mr. Chairman, I wish first of all on behalf 

of my delegation to congratulate you on your election to the high office of 

Chairman of this very important Committee. Your ability and long experience 

suitably qualify you for your post. We also wish to extend our congratulations 

to the Vice-Chairmen, Rapporteur and all officers of the Committee. 

The fact that the present decade has been declared the Disarmament Decade 

and that for the first time in history the General Assembly will in 1978 convene 

a special session devoted to disarmament matters clearly demonstrates the strong 

desire of the world community to strengthen international peace and security 

through arms control and the slowing-down of arms races and to take effective 

steps towards disarmament. 
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The reasons for these desires are obvious. To mention but a few, first, 

arr.1s control and disarHaHent would help lower the over-all tension in the 

world. Secondly, vith less raoney, 11aterial and nanpover resources utilized 

in the ficlcl of arr.1:m.ent, these valuable resources saved could be; diverterl to be 

better utilized for the social and economic iuprovement of all peoples in 

the 1vorld. 

In our vie1r, the highest priority in the field of disarmament must be given 

to the problem of nuclear disarmament. In spite of continuous efforts c.ver 

the years, both at the United Nations and other international forum~to achieve 

this, nuclear disarmament is still far from being realized and, -vrorse still, 

the nuclear arms race continues unimpeded in terras of both quality and quantity. 

The risk of a further proliferation of nuclear veapons presents one of the 

most serious problems facing the vorld community. Today, the nuclear overkill 

capability belonging to only a handful of countries already poses a grave threat. 

A world in which still more countries possess nuclear veapons vould be 

extremely dangerous and, ultimately, even disastrous to mankind. As nuclear 

veapons proliferate further, not only is international peace and security 

endangered, but efforts tovards nuclear disarmament vould becone progressively more 

complicated and eventually unr:mnageable. 

In this connexion, there is an added problem, which is how to prevent 

the proliferation of nuclear weapons while at the same time securing the use 

of nuclear energy to help meet the increasing global demand for energy. Our 

common task is to try to pass a great test by simultaneously pursuing these two 

goals in harmony with each other. 

My delegation is of the view that further efforts to prevent the spread 

of nuclear weapons must start off with the nuclear non-proliferation Treaty. 

which my country has acceded to and -vrhich, up till now, is the only basic 

legal instrmnent for halting nuclear proliferation. ~1ost non-nuclear-weapon 

States have recognized the danger of nuclear proliferation and have acceded 

to this Treaty. Hhile recognizing its imperfections, the nuclear non-proliferation 

Treaty remains, in our view, the cornerstone of an effective non-proliferation 

policy. It is our earnest hope that all States vhich have not yet acceded to it 

will soon do so, in view of the over-all importance of a safer world for us all. 
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lloreover, all nations bear a grave responsibility to see that 

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes will not be misused for other objectives. 

In this regard, firr.1 support for the highly valuable vTOrk of the International 

Atoraic Energy Agency is iLlportant for the implementation of effective nuclear 

safee;uar<ls. 

Ivly country followed the progress of the US-USSR Strategic Arms Limitation 

Talks (SALT) with interest. Though the talks went on for five years, the 

two super-Powers, unhappily, failed to reach final agreement by the deadline 

of 3 October of this year. This failure to agree -vms a disappointment to us 

all. My delegation, however, takes note that both countries issued statements 

on 3 October pledging that, while making further efforts to reach a second 

agreement in the context of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, they would 

continue to respect the first SALT agreement on a reciprocal basis. 

~ly delegation is in favour of a comprehensive test ban which would provide 

a solution to the problems of peaceful nuclear development, and would close 

dangerous loopholes :i'or both horizontal and vertical proliferation. He also 

continue to hope that faster progress will be forthcoming in the work of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament with regard to the conclusion of a 

ban on the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons, as 

well as of a ban on specific types of new weapons of mass destruction. 

In the last few years, while the arms race continued to escalate, 

discussions on various disarmament issues have also begun or have been 

intensified. It is too early and, hence, not possible yet to predict 

whether or not real and tangible progress has been made. But the fact that 

these negotiations, especially between the two great Pow·ers, are going on must be 

viewed as an encouraging sign. Last year, the General Assembly agreed to hold 

a special session on disarmament in 1978, to be devoted exclusively to 

disarmament questions, which we hope will fonn a milestone on our path of 

progress toward genuine disarmament. 
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Hy delec;ation is of the vieH that this forthcoming special session provides 

a unique opportunity to secure progress in disanmment and arms control. The 

period of the meeting could be utilized not only to intensify the establishment 

of new disarma:rJ.ent machinery, but also to appraise past developments and 

progress to date. Since the subject matter is of great importance to us all, 

it is hoped that delegations, when identifying the factors which have obstructed 

disarmawent and arms control, will concentrate less on apportioning blame to 

anyone or any group, and 1aore on making a real and concerted effort to overcome 

those obstacles confronting all the participants. 

The special session should also deal with the problem of control of 

conventional weapons, which is one of the biggest problems facing us today, 

as vrell as ivith the comprehensive programme of disarmament based on previous 

United Nations studies since 1970. The success of the special session depends much 

on the hard work and careful preparation by the Preparatory Committee. My 

delec;ation is heartened by the progress and success so far achieved by the 

Preparatory Connilittee, in particular, the constructive atmosphere which enabled 

its members to arrive at decisions by consensus. This smooth passage reflects, 

vri thout doubt, the adroit and able handling of the Committee' s work by its 

Chairman, Ambassador Ortiz de Rozas of Argentina, to whom I wish to pay a high 

tribute. 

One of the subjects which should be thoroughly studied and reviewed in 

depth by the forthcoming special session lS the role of the United Nations in 

the field of disarmament, and in particular the work of its Centre for Disarmament, 

designed to help make this world Or~anization a more effective instrument to 

achieve arms control and genuine disarmament, which would make the world a safer 

place to live for all of us. 
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first of all, I would like to offer you the warm congratulations of the delegation 

of the Islamic Republic of Mauritania on your election to the chairmanship of this 

Committee. I would also request you to convey to the two Vice-Chairmen and the 

Rapporteur our congratulations and our sincere wish to co-operate. 

We men of the desert are familiar with a strange phenomenon - the mirage, where 

pools of water offering refreshment, and perhaps even rescue from certain death 

prove, after a frantic rush to reach them, to be no more than figments of a thirst

tormented imagination. 

I am most tempted to draw a parallel with the progress achieved by our 

international community towards general disarmament. Like the mirage, our progress 

in this field, which is so vital for our collective survival, when it sometimes 

offers an ephemeral and deceptive relief, is only all the more certain to leave 

behind a bitter aftertaste in which resentment and disappointment vie with the 

uncertainty of a heavily mortgaged future. 
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The overwhelming majority has fully expressed its concern at this situation, 

in this Committee and there is no need to expatiate on it. Certain international 

treaties have, it is true, held out some hope of sure and regular progress 

towards general disarmament. It is also true that, thanks to painstaking 

craftsmanship and a wealth of self-sacrifice, patience and diplomacy, a certain 

dynamism, holding promise for the very long term, has emerged in the specialized 

agencies of our Organization, as well as in our Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament and our Ad Hoc Committee. Lastly, it is true, that mankind can 

occasionally take some small comfort from bilateral agreements or commitments. 

But the terrifying and permanent reality is that described in document 

A/32/88, "Economic and social consequences of the armaments race and its 

extremely harmful effects on world peace and security", as follows: 

"The threat of ultimate self-destruction as a result of nuclear 

war is the greatest peril facing the world. For many years, nuclear 

arsenals have been sufficient to destroy the entire world, but the 

accumulation and technological refinement of nuclear weapons continues, 

enhancing the perils and providing increasingly ample means for the 

final obliteration of mankind:' (para. 1) 

This constantly increasing accumulation of weapons of mass destruction, which 

in 1974 numbered 11,000 warheads for the so-called tactical forces alone of the 

world's two major Powers, is compounded by horizontal proliferation. vJe are told 

by the report of experts cited above that some 30 countries will have the 

capability of being nuclear Powers in a few years' time. This of course ralses 

the urgent problem of serious disarmament, where the objective is less to 

perpetuate a dangerous and unjustified monopoly than to ensure the gradual and 

universally accepted elimination of nuclear weapons, and hence of the nuclear 

threat. This result can only be achieved - and our delegation has never ceased 

to say so here - through a process which involves the cessation of all types of 

nuclear tests, an end to the manufacture of nuclear weapons, the destruction of 

all existing stocks, the prohibition and destruction of all bacteriological and 

chemical weapons and the gradual reduction of all conventional weapons. 

That is without any question a long-term undertaking which will require, among 

other things, political vrill on the part of States and particularly on the part of 

the principal military Pow·ers. 
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Such a universal political will has already made possible, as the result of a 

proposal by the non-aligned countries in calling for a special session of the 

General Assembly on disarmament, the unanimous decision of the General Assembly in 

its resolution 31/189 B of 21 December 1976, to convene such a special session. 

vlhile cone;ratulating the Preparatory Committee for the Special Session on the work 

it has done, we would venture to recall what was said on this subject on 

4 October 1977 by our Minister of State for Foreign Affairs: 

"The General Assembly's forthcoming special session on disarmament 

should therefore, in our view, attempt to break new ground by proposing 

general and complete disarmament. On that occasion a programme of action 

could be worked out made up of three elements, mainly, the strengthening of 

the denuclearized zones; a precise policy of disarmament at the regional and 

world levels; and utilization of the resources thus released to assist 

development. 11 (A/32/PV.l9, p. 17) 

We have already repeated our views concerning a precise policy of disarmament; 

at the regional level, the only conceivable approach is an extension of the 

denuclearized zones and zones of peace. 

If the special session makes it possible to propound a disarmament philosophy 

and perhaps a theoretical framework for the achievement of our common goal, it will, 

for reasons which are very familiar to this Committee, have a limited immediate 

impact. On the other hand, an extension of denuclearized zones and zones of peace 

will pave the way for a detente that will be real because it will be universal. 

VIe take this opportunity to express once again our satisfaction at the 

responsible and praiseworthy initiative taken by the Latin American countries 1n 

banning nuclear weapons from their geographical area. We hope that their example 

will be widely followed and that we shall soon see South Asia declared a nuclear

weapon-free zone, and fulfilment of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone 

of Peace. 

If it were only up to the Arab Nation and the other fraternal peoples of the 

Middle East, that region, so vital, so sensitive and so essential to world peace 

and security, would already have been established as a nuclear-weapon-free zone 

through a solemn undertaking on the part of all entities of the region. 

Unfortunately, the bad faith and the obstruction of the aggressor have prevented 

the attainment of that objective, despite the laudable initiative of Egypt and 

Iran and the support of the other fraternal peoples. 
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In our continent of Africa~ resolutions callin~ upon all States to 

consider the continent of Africa as a nuclear-free zone are openly flouted 

by the South African racist minority regime which is attempting to become a nuclear 

Power in order to intimidate the liberation movements of southern Africa. 

In two years the Disarmament Decade, which aroused such hopes, will come to 

an end, paradoxically with an expansion of arsenals, an increase in their 

destructiveness and a further sophistication of weapons. The last report on the 

activities of our Organization tells us: 
11 In a world where scientific and technological capability is one of the keys 

to the future, 25 per cent of the world's scientific manpower and 40 per cent 

of all research and development spending is engaged for military purposes." 

(A/32/l, p. 13) 

There could be no better description of the heavy tribute we are paying to 

bring about with a light heart our own destruction. 1fuat a world this could have 

been if this scientific personnel and if these research budgets had been harnessed 

to the task of correcting the iniquitous world economic system and the social 

imbalance between North and South, if the towering intellects and vast sums 

allocated to death could be devoted to appropriate development aid. 

Yet in a world where States and continents are so extraordinarily interdependent, 

and where development assistance - setting aside its function as the expression of 

solidarity among peoples and nations - appears as an act of justice, if not of 

self-defence, it is no longer necessary to demonstrate the urgent need to undertake 

a genuine over-all disarmament, both of men's minds and of their arsenals, and to 

allocate the vast sums devoted to death instead to bridging the ever-widening gap 

between those who suffer from overfeeding and those who are dying of famine. 

Hr. MARTINEZ (Venezuela) (interpretation from Spanish) : Mr. Chairman, 

we wish to convey to you on behalf of the Venezuelan delegation, our congratulations 

on your election as Chairman of this Committee, as well as to the two Vice-Chairmen~ 

Ambassador Hollai of Hungary and Ambassador Pastinen of Finland, and to 

Mr. Correa, the Rapporteur. He are certain that under your wise guidance we shall 

successfully complete the work entrusted to us. 
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It is customary for the First Committee, charged with the consideration of 

such delicate matters as political and security questions, every year to have new 

items on its agenda even thoueh for the traditional items which have already 

been debated at lene;th we have not been able to reach definite commitments 

or agreements. We are likewise accustomed to hear statements permeated with 

pessimism. Little and infrequent progress is the counterpart to an 

ever-growing number of resolutions. It could be said that resolutions 

proliferate at almost the same rate as nuclear weapons, new weapons of mass 

destruction and new and sophisticated c·onventional weapons are produced. 

No longer is it a matter of calling for substantial progress in every 

sphere of relations among States, including that of disarmament, which is the 

item to which this Committee is now devoting its attention; what is imperative 

is that we should now be able to cite specific agreements and effective 

measures. 

A few weeks ago we listened with interest to the President of the United 

States who, when speaking of nuclear weapons, stated: 

non a reciprocal basis we are willine; now to reduce them by 10 per cent, 

20 per cent or even 50 per cent." (A/32/PV.l8, p. 6) 
Yet, a few days later in this Committee the representative of the United States, 

Ambassador Adrian Fisher, indicated that much time and dedicated effort 

would be required to arrive at reductions of this magnitude. 

We expectantly await a response from the Soviet Union to this United 

States proposal. Even if these Powers were to reduce their nuclear arsenals 

by 50 per cent we believe that the remaining 50 per cent would be sufficient 

to uestroy even the last vestige of human life on our planet. 

The address given by President Carter in the General Assembly and the 

policy of non-proliferation of the United States have aroused some expectations 

in the international community, as have the bilateral negotiations now being held 

between the United States and the Soviet Union on the limitation of their 

strategic systems, and the prohibition of chemical and radiological weapons, as 

well as the trilateral negotiations among the United States, the Soviet Union and 

the United Kingdom on the complete and general prohibition of nuclear-weapons tests. 
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The dele~ation of Venezuela hopes that those ne~otiations will be concluded in the 

next few months so that the United Nations body en~ae,ed in disarmament 

ne8otiations, the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) may, without 

delay, proceed to draft the respective multilateral treaties. 

It is the responsibility of all countries and in particular of the nuclear 

Powers, to adopt effective measures to halt the arms race, particularly the 

nuclear arms race, since it represents an imminent danger to internuti~nal 

peace and security and has destructive consequences for the economic and social 

development of peoples. Such measures are becomine even more imperative 

since the Disarmament Decade and the Second Development Decade will shortly 

come to an end and since the international community is clamouring for the 

establishment of a new economic and social order which would enable the poorer 

and less well endowed countries to emerr,e from their staenation. 

The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Venezuela in his statement to the 

General Assembly at its present session, pointed out: 

"There is a definite contrast between the economic and social 

restrictions imposed on our peoples and the uncontrollable, suicidal 

explosion of military expenditure and the arms race." (A/32/PV.6, p. 42-45) 

Just as the production of weapons is endless so have been the appeals made 

and it is clear that there is no correspondence between the desire and 

the reality. If what is said on the one hand and what is done on the other 

were measured in terms of loeic and common sense there would be no compromise 

either, but it is obvious that what is senseless and wrone, always prevails 

by a lone chalk. 

The limited measures attained so far in the sphere of disarmament after 

intense negotiations have not gone beyond their own frontiers, nor has the 

modest impetus they have generated altered the general situation which remains 

one that we honestly believe should not exist. Despite this desolate picture, 

we must intensify and diversify the quest for solutions in the already arduous 

process of preventing the mass annihilation of human beings by nuclear weapons. 

In recent years emphasis has been placed on the need openly to disclose to the 

public the unprecedented capacity for destruction of nuclear weapons and weapons 

of other kinds. There seems to be no adequate knowledge of the subject but this 
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is fundamentally due to the fact that the improvement and sophistication of 

weapons has taken place at an extraordinary pace while parallel efforts to 

disseminate information have been delayed or quashed. 

We share the view that by a systematic information campaign it will be 

possible to develop international awareness at every level so as to oppose the 

arms build-up. We have already emphasized the moderating influence which duly 

informed public opinion can and must exercise in the achievement of specific 

purposes. 

Accordinr,ly, we shall continue to encourage any initiative desir,ned to make 

such a contribution feasible. At the request of various dele~ations, the United 

Nations has undertaken the preparation of studies and reports with a view to 

presentinr, a succinct and clear pictur! of the various problems and implications 

of the many aspects of the arms race. 

One of the most enlightening United Nations reports refers to the economic 

and social consequences of the arms race and of military expenditures and was 

first issued in 1971. Because of the importance and the dynamic character of 

the item, the General Assembly, in its resolution 3462 (XXX), requested the 

Secretary-General, with the assistance of qualified consultant experts 

appointed by him to brine that report up to date. Venezuela had the honour 

to be among that group represented by our Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Simon Alberto Consalvi. 

In dramatic terms, the report describes the vast amount of various resources 

allocated to the fabrication and improvement of all kinds of weapons which 

should rather be devoted to public services such as health, education, housine and 

the protection of the environment and, in general, could further the economic 

and social pro~ress of all peoples. 

A review of the various chapters of the report leads us to serious reflections 

on the future of mankind, but in any case it reaffirms the need to act 

decisively and without delay to change the uncontrollable course of expenditure 

to promote industries of war which only serve forces that, taking refuge 

~n inadmissible pretexts, feed and justify war. 
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The report on the Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of 

Mili t2ry Expendi b1res is a fundamental contribution to be taken into account in 

disarmament ne~otiations, particularly the conclusions and recommendations in 

Chapter V of the report. The delegation of Venezuela hopes that the United Nations 

will circulate this document as widely as possible. 

Every year we have supported, and we continue to support, resolutions 

regardin~ the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones and zones of peace 1n 

various parts of the world as one of the most effective means of halting the 

horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons and strengthening international peace 

and security. 

In 1964 the African Heads of State or Government signed the Declaration on 

the Denuclearization of Africa. Since then the General Assembly has adopted 

numerous resolutions regarding the implementation of that Declaration in 

which States with nuclear weapons and nuclear technological capability are urged 

to refrain from testinE, manufacturing, using or sitting nuclear weapons on 

the African continent and to refrain from providinp; technological assistance 

to any African country which would enable it to manufacture or use nuclear 

weapons. Not only have these resolutions not been heeded but, what is more, an 

African country repudiated by the international community for practising . 

its infamous policy of racial discrimination will be capable of producing 

nuclear weapons and thus jeopardizing the collective security of that continent. 

It is our sincere belief that the United Nations must adopt urgent and decisive 

measures to put an end to the nuclear danger represented by South Africa. 

Within the context of nuclear-weapon-free zones, of special significance 

for Latin America was the signature by the United States of Additional Protocol I 

of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America. Venezuela 

cannot fail once aEain to appeal to those nuclear Powers which have still not 

acceded to Additional Protocols I and II of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, to do so 

in order to guarantee the denuclearization of the zone. 
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In the first half of this year, the fourth session of the Diplomatic 

Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian 

Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts closed in Geneva with the approval of 

additional Protocols I and II of the Geneva Conventions of 1949. Nevertheless, 

the Conference did not succeed in prohibiting the use of incendiary weapons and 

certain other conventional weapons, and under resolution 22 (IV) requested the 

United Nations General Assembly at its thirty-second session to arrange to 

convene in 1979 a governmental conference on conventional weapons. The 

delegation of Venezuela strongly supports the holding of such a conference and, 

in conjunction with several other delegations, including the delegation of 

Sweden, will sponsor a draft resolution to that end, with the hope of obtaining 

unanimous support in this Committee. 

An item which is becoming increasingly relevant and important is the 

peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Nuclear energy has been given close attention 

by our Government. We believe it represents an answer to the demands for 

energy, a matter so vital to the economy of the world. For us, it represents 

an important factor for the future which will enable us to reserve our fossil 

fuel for higher ends, which will include the supplying of world markets. 

Venezuela therefore participated in the organizing committee of the International 

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation Conference in Washington. The Minister for 

Foreign Affairs of Venezuela, speaking in the general debate in the Assembly, 

stated: 

"The energy problem, which is rendered more acute by voracious consumption 

of traditional resources such as gas and oil, could now have had different 

options had not research on alternative sources, like solar energy, been 

held back by the large transnational corporations which for more than a 

century maintained a monopoly over the traditional sources. As a result 

of this lack of foresight, all of mankind now faces an uncertain future." 

(A/32/PV.6, p. 47) 

Not all doubts have been dispelled regarding the use of nuclear energy for 

either peaceful or war purposes. A supranational control is required to regulate 

the activities of States in the use of this type of energy, and in this respect 

we must emphasize the fund~ental role which is being played by the 

International Ato~ic Energy Agency. 
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No State can be denied its free and sovereign access to technology and the 

peaceful uses of nuclear energy, in accordance with a universal systen of 

safeguards. The transfer of technology, equipnent and naterial for the peaceful 

uses of nuclear energy cannot be of a discriminatory character. 

Venezuela supported the holding of a special session of the General Assenbly 

devoted exclusively to disarmament questions and we participated in the work of 

its Preparatory Conmittee. At this time, it is appropriate to reiterate our 

gratitude to Ambassador Ortiz de Rozas for the report which he subnitted and 

for the excellent work that he is doing. 

Several bodies have been establibhed and numerous formulas and 

recommendations have been proposed to contain the arms race, but it has not 

yet been possible to arrive at satisfactory results. The convening of a special 

session of the Assembly devoted to disarmament represents a collective attempt 

to direct disarmament efforts into more effective channels. 

The success of the special session will depend on the unanimous efforts 

and active participation of all countries Members of the United Nations. By 

that time we hope that positive results will have been achieved at the bilateral 

and tripartite talks among the nuclear Powers to which I referred at the 

beginning of my statement, and that we s~all have a report of the Conference 

of the Committee on Disarmament which, unlike the report before us, will reflect 

some progress in its work. 

In conclusion, I should like to express the gratitude of the delegation 

of Venezuela for the active work being carried out by the United Nations 

Disarmament Centre, for its devoted and fruitful assistance to the Preparatory 

Committee for the Special Session, and for the recent publication of the first 

volume of the Disarmament Yearbook, which we consider to be extremely useful. 

Mr. HARRY (Australia): Each year ir. this forum we review developments 

in the past 12 months in the field of arms control and disarmament, and seek to 

measure the progress made in efforts to reverse the arms race and minimize the 

risk of war. Too often there has not been much to review and precious little 

to measure, while global expenditure on armed forces continues to rise, and 

weapons become more lethal and more sophisticated. 
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This year, when the Assembly began there seemed cause for cautious 

optimism. During the preceding year, there had probably been more effort 

devoted to securing new arms control and arms limitation measures than in 

any comparable period since the 1960s. As the Australian Foreign ttinister 

said in his statement in the plenary meeting on 28 September, we had been 

encouraged by the discussions taking place between the United States, the 

Soviet Union and Great Britain on a comprehensive test ban agreement. 

Mr. Peacock welcomed also the significant measure of progress which had 

been achieved in the strategic arms limitation talks between the United States 

and the Soviet Union. 

Concurrent with this activity among the large Powers we had supported 

the initiative taken by the non-aligned movement in 1976. That group, 

despairing at the lack of significant progress in the disarmament area 1n 

recent years, had moved the Assembly to hold, next year, a special session 

of the General Assembly to be devoted, for the first time, to disarmament. 

A third major area of discussion throughout the past year has been the 

increasing attention devoted to the problem of avoiding proliferation of 

nuclear weapons, while promoting peaceful uses. In Australia a nation-wide 

debate continued on the issU£~ of whether the mining and export of uranium should 

be permitted. Debates on various aspects of this problem have been taking 

place in other countries. Those debates have demonstrated the complex questions 

which arise in relation to non-proliferation issues. In addition to security 

concerns, major questions involving the economics of energy, health, the 

environment and other social factors all have had to be addressed. 
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These three developments demonstrate that we have entered a period 

of intense activity in the disarmament and arms control area. In such a 

period, it is more than ever essential, in the collective interests of 

the international co:mmuni ty, that we harrc1onize our efforts with a viev to 

steady progress tmrards the e;oal to which we all aspire - enhancement of 

prosperity in conditions of international peace and security. This will 

require hard vTorJ;: and a very great deal of patience. 

In recent years the Australian Govermnent has focused its attention 

on nuclear disarmament questions as those deserving priority attention. 

The focus of my Government on these issues has sharpened further in recent 

months. In his statement on 28 September my Foreic;n Minister outlined what 

Australis" rec;ards as the three central issues of nuclear arms control: 

first, achievement of universal adherence to the nuclear non~·proliferation 

~reaty; secondly, the conclusion of a comprehensive nuclear test ban 

agreement and its acceptance by all States~ and, thirdly, continued progress 

by the United States cmd the Soviet Union in their nec;otiations on strategic 

arms limitations. 

These three issues are of course closely interrelated. The non-proliferation 

Treaty requires the nuclear-weapon States which signed it to pursue negotiations 

in good faith on effective measures relating to the cessation of the arms race. 

In the sa1~e instrmnent, non-nuclear-weapon States forswore acquisition of nuclear 

weapons and accepted safec;uards on their nuclear industries. Finally, countries 

in a position to do so undertook to co-operate in the peaceful development 

of nuclear industry. 

The l'mstralian Government has always attached great importance to the 

carryinc; out by the nuclear Powers of their obli~ation to stop the nuclear 

arms race. There are currently two steps which the nuclear-lveapon States 

could, and in our vievT should, take in this direction. The first is the 

conclusion of a conprehensi ve nuclear test ban agreement> the second vmuld 

be for the United States and the Soviet Union to call a halt to their bilateral 

strategic nuclear arms race and to begin the reduction of their nuclear arsenals. 
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l'.1y Government has for a lons time attached ursency ""s vell as importance 

to the cessation of nuclear testing in all environments. This should of course 

ultimately become a comprehensive, universally binding and permanent agreement. 

Ue accordingly l·relcomed the bec;inning this year of discussions bet~<reen the 

United States, the Soviet Union and the United Kine;dom aimed at agreement 

on a comprehensive test ban treaty. He appreciate that there are major issues 

to be resolved in these discussions before the treaty can be concluded. Some 

of the complexities were mentioned yesterday by my New Zealand colleague in his 

excellent statement. But there is a c;reat deal at stake and the treaty must 

be concluded, and concluded quickly. 

It has been a matter of deep disappointment to my Government that in 

the atmosphere as well as underground nuclear testinc; has taken place in the 

last three months, even while the Assembly has been meeting. He rec;ret that 

there are two nuclear-i'leapon Povrers which still refuse to adhere to the Tre8ty 

B;mning Nuclear Heapons Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under Hater. 

Hhile one of those States has at last ceased atmospheric testing, atmospheric 

tests are still being conducted by the other. It would have been an earnest of 

their political will if the three nuclear-weapon States currently conducting 

negotiations had, by agreement or unilaterally but, in any event, in concert, 

ceased testing from the time at which they took the decision to co~nence 

discussions. The restrictions which entry into force of a comprehensive test ban 

treaty would place on vertical proliferation lie in the fact that the capability 

to develop new and more sophisticated nuclear explosive devices would be 

severely inhibited. This would in turn restrain the development and deployment 

of more advanced nuclear missile systems. A possible longer-term benefit 

of a cmEprehensive test ban would be that it would deny the opportunity for 

testinc: of existing nuclear-w·eapon stockpiles, thereby not enabling States 

which possess them the chnnce to determine the reliability of those veapon systems, 

In the longer run, therefore, the reliability of these systems would have 

to be called into question. 

He understand that the trilateral discussions have just adjourned until 

December. He rec;ret any delay this may involve and would urge the 

countries concerned to maintain the momentum of their negotiations, for the 
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political and psycholo~ical consequences of the cessation of testin~ and the 

conclusion of a comprehensive test ban treaty vmuld be most beneficial, 

particularly if that Here to be follow·ed by aGreements for cessation of 

production and reduction of stockpiles of weapons. 

For the demonstration by nuclear-ueapon States of real determination 

to cease their ''vertical': nuclear arms race would be a positive encourae;ement 

to all other non-nuclear-weapon States to join the non·~proliferation Treaty 

and thus to stren~then international measures for the restriction of 

horizontal proliferation. 

In respect of the trilateral negotiations, vre have received reports 

only this mornin~ that Mr. Brezhnev has announced that the Soviet Union is 

prepared to reach agreenent on a noratoriun covering nuclear explr:sions for 

peaceful purposes along with a ban on all nuclear-weapon tests for a 

definite period. No doubt our colleague from the Soviet Union will be able 

to elaborate further on this statement for us. However, if this decision of 

the USSR makes possible pr•)e;ress towards reconciliation r:>f the najor differences of 

opinion 'l·rithin the talks, it is vrelcome news indeed. 

It re1:1ains my Government's view that universal adherence to the non

proliferation Treaty is essential in the interests of the international community. 

It is gratifying that some two-thirds of the Hem'bers of the United Nations 

have already elected to join the Treaty. The greater the nQmber of adherents 

to the Treaty the more cogently it can be urged that the nuclear-weapon 

States must abide by their part of the bargain - to cease their arms race 

and to co-operate in development of nuclear energy. Australia rates 

adherence to the non-proliferation Treaty as the most convincing demonstration 

of a commitment by a State to disavow the option of acquirin~ nuclear weapons, 

since accession to the Treaty represents an internationally binding 

commitm.ent to this end. 

It is sometimes suggested that States which stronr;ly support measures in 

the interests of non-proliferation and 11hich insist on rigorous safee;aurds 

against the acquisition of materials readily adapted to nuclear explosions 

are somehow opposed to the provision of nuclear material,technology and equipment 
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for peaceful purposes. I sense, in addition, a sort of suspicion that 

developed States are in some manner c;anc;ing up to deny to developins 

States the nuclear technolOGY vrhich !'lay become critical for their development. 

I believe that the record of the Australian people in the field of 

co-operation in development is such that there can be no serious doubt as 

to our motivation in this connexion. 

The principal concern of the Australian Government and people has been the 

prospect of nuclear weapons, now confined to a fei·T States, cominc; to be 

held by many States, or even comins into the hands of irresponsible terrorist 

groups, a development ivhich must be of concern to the whole international 

community. Australia is therefore committed to the advocacy of the stronr;est 

::o.cceptsnce of oblir:aticns to non-proliferation which States are able to make. 

At the saue time, Australia is fully mvare of the fact that nuclear energy 

is likely to become an essential source of enerc;y to a world w·ith deficiencies 

2n non-renewable enerc;y sources. In the period since the non-proliferation 

Treaty crune into force, the international community has come to attach even 

c;reater weight to the importance of nuclear enerc;y as a source to meet 

future major demands. By the middle or end of the next decade, the 1-rorld' s 

oil resources may be inadequate to meet anticipated enerc;y demands, This 

factor gives even greater weic;ht to the third part of the bargain upon vrhich 

the non-proliferation Treaty was based. He cannot realistically discuss 

the objective of nuclear non-proliferation vnthout considerin~ the problem of 

transfer of nuclear enerc;y technology and the safesuards necessary to ensure 

that hic;hly enriched uranimn and plutoni un are not diverted to the nanufacture 

of nuclear explosives. 
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The Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs described in his plenary statement 

briefly the main policy decisions of the Australian GovernmentJ but there are a 

fe'l-r points which I should like to underline in the present context. 

On 25 August this year our Prime Minister announced to Parliament the 

decision of the Government to develop further Australif''s uranium resources. 

That decision took place after an exhaustive inquiry which took over tvro years. 

It is of considerable importance, because it has been assessed that Pxstralia 

possesses some 20 per cent of the 1>/estern world 1 s lmown reserves of low-cost 

uranium. Australia's decision to proceed further with uranium development 

folloued from four fundamental considerations. Two of them were largely domestic: 

consideratinn of the environmental consequences of mininr;, and provision for 

the 1-relfare and interests of the aboriginal people working on and living around 

the uranium development sites. The other two considerations 1-rere essentially 

international and very relevant to our debate. They were the need to reduce the 

risk of nuclear vTeapons pruliferation and the need to supply essential sources 

of energy to an energy deficient world. Those two factors are integral and 

inseparable in the approach of the Australian Government towards the export of 

our uranium. I believe that if there is a consensus among States Members of the 

United Nations it is that the transfer and development provision of nuclear 

materials, equipment and technology cannot be considered in isolation from the 

need for the strongest guarantees that the risk of further proliferation of 

nuclear w·eapons is all but eliminated. 

At the same time as my Government has been reviewing its attitude to 

non-proliferation questions, it has taken further steps to contribute to the 

use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, particularly by developing countries. 

At the recent meeting of the general conference of the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (IAEA) we were able to announce that Australia will accede to the 

IAEA Asian regional co-operation agre~ment in nuclear science and technology. 

Additionally, the Australian Government will voluntarily meet in full its assessed 

contribution to the IAEA General Fund and Special Appeal. 
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I recite these facts to underline that Australia recognizes the right of 

all States to share in the utilization of nuclear pow·er for peaceful purposes. We 

believe that there should be the widest possible agreement on an appropriate 

framework for the management and operation of the nuclear fuel cycle. This 

requires stringent safeguards and controls on nuclear materials, equipment and 

technology to prevent their misuse for military purposes. But alon,sside these, 

and of equal importance, there must be incentives for countries that have 

unreservedly foresworn the nuclear weapons option. Such a framework will 

strengthen the non-proliferation regime. In this regard, Australia strongly 

supported the institution of the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation 

(INFCE) and actively participated in its first session. 

In summary, the Australian Government's attitude on the question of 

proliferation is that it is reasonable that States which have in their mm 

interests and those of the international community given up, through accession 

to the NPT, the option of nuclear weapons, should be entitled to implementatic:on 

by the nuclear-weapons States of their obligation to halt and reverse the nuclear 

arms race. Those that have disavowed the nuclear weapons option should receive 

special consideration in the supply of nuclear materials and equipment for peaceful 

energy production. At the same time, the suppliers of nuclear fuel have a 

special responsibility to the world community to supply only under safeguards 

adequate to prevent diversion from the fuel cycle. The question of international 

safeguards is one to which we may need to return when considering the report of 

the IAEA. I stress only that the question of the duty of a cc,untry >·7hich is 

a principal supplier of uranium is one on vhich the Australian people searched 

its conscience very thoroughly before the Government reached its present policy. 

Events of the past year and the discussions in the Preparatory Committee 

have deepened our conviction that the dc:cision of the General Assembly last year to 

convene a special session devoted to disarmament in 1978 was r::.ost timely. 'Ihe 

special session will provide a valuable opportunity to review the entire range 

of disarmament issues and has already given an added impetus to efforts to make 

headway in this field. There already appears to be a consensus that the sr;ecial 

session should not itself attempt to negotiate any particular agreement, but 
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that it should formulate a declaration of international opinion on the 

necessity for and the principles which should govern progress in disarmament, 

establish which areas deserve priority attention, and review the machinery 

of negotiation. 

We in Australia are determined that the special session should not 

become merely another meeting of the First Committee under a different name and 

at a slightly higher level. We appeal to all delegations not to approach the 

special session with the intention of merely reiterating established positions. 

If "<Te are to secure a worth-while result from the session, all participants need 

to have as their basic approach are a determination to seek fresh avenues 

and a firm political will to make progress in the disarmament and arms control area. 

The Australian Government's attitude tovTards the special session is governed by 

its traditionally constructive approach to disarmament issues. We know that the 

goal of disarmament and arms control measures is not the achievement of disarmament 

measures per se for themselves, but the creation of conditions of international 

peace and security which can render unnecessary, indeed unthinkable, recourse to war 

as a means of settling disputes with all the attendant diversion of resources from 

economic and social needs to the maintenance of war machines. The principle of 

general and complete disarmament of course remains the ultimate objective. To 

attain that goal, however, far-reaching changes would be required in the structure 

and organization of international relations in order to secure the removal of the 

causes and sources of confrontation and tension bet-v1een States. That may well be a 

long process, in spite of the ardent desire of all peoples for a peaceful world. 

I1eanwhile there are a number of short-term, feasible measures which States 

could adopt quickly to ease international tension and to facilitate achievement 

of the longer-term goals. To be successful, such short-term measures, as with all 

disarmament measures, have to be based on the premise that States must not suffer 

any decrease in their sense of security. It would help mutual confidence, for 

example, if States could, as a deliberate act of policy, maintain military forces 

manifestly designed for defensive rather than offensive capabilities. It is 

axiomatic that if two States in a relationship of military balance each reduced 

their armaments by an amount leaving them in a state of lesser but equal military 

capability, then they would enjoy the same level of security as before, but at less 
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cost. On the other side of the coin it is obvious that if one State introduces 

major quantitative or qualitative improvements to its weapons arsenals, then 

neighbouring States are apt to perceive that they are less secure and, out of 

concern for their own national security, they will seek to increase 

proportionately their own military capability. 
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He usually hear the term 11mutual deterrence" a:p:plied only in the context of 

the balance of strategic deterrence betvreen the su:per-Pmrers. But the concept 

is more -vridely applicable. There are t1-ro prescriptions for stable relations 

beb-reen States. The first is the most desirable, and that is vhen States enjoy 

a relationship that is such that recourse to 1-rar to solve disputes 1s 

unthinkable. The second is when the option to use arms to resolve differences 

cannot be entertained because none of the States concerned could guarantee 

military victory. 

1--le all know that disarmament is not :possible until the main sourr::es of 

tension between States which can :pose a threat to each other are eliminated. But 

while working towards this long-term goal \·Te shoulc1 focus simultaneously on 

encouraging States to recognize the concept of mutual deterrence and on the 

basis of it to lover their levels of mutual military preparedness and thus reduce 

the cost of maintaining military forces and minimize the danger inflicted in 

any conflict while at the same time maintaining the same relative sense of 

security. 

It is my delegation's hope that the special session will point out the..: 

direction I·Thich the international community should follmr to achieve significant 

measures of arms control and disarmo.meot. An additional vorthvhile goal for the 

special session would be to make States avare that there are simple measures 

which, if all States were :prepared to apply them, could in a very short time 

enhance the conditions of international security aod provide oo important fouodJtioo 

for dealing vrith the fundamental issues which have to be addressed. In my 

delegation's opinion, this is an essential ste:p if the international community 

hopes to see major :progress in a:p:plying the measures upon 1-rhich the existence of 

life as we lmow it depends . 

Mr. AL-SAHAF (Iraq) (interpretation from Arabic): Mr. Cha irmao ~ 

at the outset I should like on behalf of the delegation of Iraq to express to 

you our warmest congratulations on your election as Chairman of the First 

Committee. Through you, I should also like to congratulate the Vice-Chairmen 

and the Rapporteur. 
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Dic;e1rmament items are of growing interest to world public opinion. They 

h·::tve tecome inc:reasingly important, particularly in the worl~ of the Gener:Jl 

.4ssembly. 'Ihe 1970s have been declared the Disnrmament Decade. ~Je are drwvr:ing 

clcse to the" end of this Decade, and yet so far no real progress ha:::; iJeen 

made either >rithin the framework of talks between the great Powers c,r witl,in 

the frame1wrk of our international Organization. On the contrary, "~''e note 

that the vrea.pons-producing countries are bent on increasing their nuclear 

arsena1s ana on concentrating their efforts on developing weapons such as the 

neutl·on bomb and cruise missiles. These, together v1ith the continuing arms 

race and its extension to the sea- bed and even to outer space, are most 

discouraging developments. 

As the Committee is aware, almost $1 billion is spent daily, essentially 

by the great Povrers, on accumulating means of destruction, yet those gre8.t 

· Powers hope they will never have to use them and state that they will not 

do so. Within the last year there has been no major rise in military 

expenditures. vJhat does this mean? Does it mean that the international 

community has been able to put an end to the arms build-up? The answer is 

no. The fact that there has been no substantial increase in military 

expenditures reflects only that weapons producers are now seeking to improve 

them and not to increase their number. From day to day they seek to improve their 

destructive capability. 

At a time when resources and funds are swallowed up in a race towards 

annihilation, the world is undergoing an acute economic and social crisis. 

Problems and difficulties multiply in the development efforts of the third 

world. Obstacles and barriers pile up and cause the failure of efforts to 

establish a new international economic order based on justice and equality 

for all. 

While it is difficult to assess the serious results of the arms-ra~e 

policy, and particularly its economic and social effects and its effects 

upon the environment, we believe that its most serious effect is the possible 

outbreak of wars and deterrent nuclear conflagrations that might lead to 

generalized nuclear war. 

'Ihe Secretary-General, Mr. Kurt Waldhe im, has in his report in document 

A/32/88, indicated in detail the very serious results of the arms-race policy 

and the implications of the arms race for the developing countries, which 

suffer from a severe shortage of financial and human resources. 
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Why, we ask, are the developing countries compelled to spend some 

of their resources to acquire weapons when they ought to be devoting a"Ll 

their resources to their own development plans and the elimination of 

backwardness. 'Ihe reason is a sad truth the developing countries must 

face, namely, the continued policies of exploitation and domination of 

peoples and the use of force to ensure national security. 

Despite a major evolution in the concepts governing international 

relations since the Second World War - proof of which is the fact that the 

united Nations is based on the idea of collective security, which basically 

presupposes disarmament - what actually happens throughout the world is the 

stockpiling and perfecting of weapons as a means of achieving international 

security. 

During the last 32 years we have seen that weapons, whatever their 

number or capability, cannot forever guarantee national or collective 

security of a given country or grour of countries. 'Ihe accumulation of 

weapons and arsenals inevitably creates greater insecurity and tension 

and brings about deterioration in international relations because distrust 

is general. Because of their vast military capability and stockpiles of 

nuclear weapons, the great Powers are primarily responsible for this 

situation, which bears heavily on the smaller countries, whose sense of 

insecurity increases as they see international peace becoming increasingly 

fragile through the actions of the major military Powers in further developing 

their nuclear and other weapons. 
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The total prohibition of nuclear tests would perhaps be the first step, 

which must of necessity be taken at the earliest possible momen~to prove that 

disarmament is be~innine to start on the ri~ht course. This question leads us 

to the concept of disarmament itself. It is quite clear that what is now 

happenin~ is ''Yl attempt to or"z'ni zc ::m arms lJllild-u:;> or, at llest, tn cnnt:::·ol 

the incr.ase in the number of nuclear bombs, missiles and other vreapons so as to 

calm and reassure people regardin~ the balance of terror amone the great Powers. 

Obviously, this approach will lead to no real pro~ress. The required real 

proc;ress can only be achieved when these attempts end and when the great Powers 

.'':enuinc:ly proceed to disanlr'll'e::nt cmd the destruction of their stockpile:s. 

Here it is fitting to mention that the purpose of the arms build-up 

has now ~·o:lc: b~'·yond tlJ,- ne:e.ls of national security. The o.rms builc.-up 

has spread to threatenin~ the very existence of peoples and is used as a means 

of pressure by applying a policy of force to protect and maintain racist rec:::.;::-es 

even 2.s tl1ose in South AfricA. -m"l irt +1-t- ·riddle East. 

At a time when the militant African peoples are ex}losed to 8gr:ressicn by 

the racist regimes in southern Africa and Rhodesia, the Palestinian people, 

too, is a victim of the most ferocious, colonialist, racist domination which is 

based on a community of interest o"' r-'.cist, Zionist forces and of 1vorlc. 

imperialism, in -pr~rticnlc·1· J.rnerican irrrc:ric:~l i sr·l, Tr l: continuecl occurr'l.tion 

nf t0rritories and nf Zionist 8g~r~ssinn in the -~ddle F,st are based on the 

false locic of militory superiority. 

Today, we are witnesses to nuclear blackmail. The fact that the United States 

continues to supply the Zicnist entity with sophisticated 1:eaponry and ~'rovidt.:s it 

"lvi th economic and technical assistance, vrhile the; Zionist entity in occupied 

Palestine defies United Nations resolutions as well as world pu])lic opinion, will 

only cause further ar•c1·ession ano exp2.nsion, "~Thich of course c;oes hand in bond with 

increased tension in the recion, and the arms race will thus enable the Zionist 

entity to continue to defy the United Fc.tions ~ncl its resolutions. 
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The pnsition taken by the ~icnist entity in ree;ard to :,1~ sti:::ms submitted 

to this Committee clearly cmd '.mcJ.,~:r_~_ably prcYes the O{"{';rc.:::::sive charz·~cter of 

that entity because the Zi,,nist entity in its a~p,ression ae;ainst Arab countries 

has constantly made use of forbidden incendiary weapons. The use of such weapons 

by the Si~r.ic~t entity has spread to inclnrle r:roonr- "tE t2.r;;ets civiliar: por·uL:tions 

ru] e:st,-hlish;,lel'.~ s, ilwludin,:; 'VL"n- OSTJit:l.ls. Furth:rrcr:rc, th"= z,io:list ,.:;ntity 

refn2 2 tn ,;~ ~J, th,~ l\Ton-Frc>lifcr~·.ti~nn Trt:al:~,~, or to impl• m nt r'-er"c:r.:c.l /.ssembly 

resolutions intended to create a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle E2st. 

Althou~h the General Assembly has reaffirmed its resolutions on these -

:t'--st~:ns repeatedly, the ZiL11ist entity has not chaneed its stand and continues 

to flout 'c.l"'-'>SC· resolutions, thUS provinc; its arc:ressive intention<;, 

The delec;ation of ~:r.J.q attaches e;reat importance to the establishment of 

a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East, the more so since the Zicr.ist 

entity is pursuine; its nuclear arms build-up and uses every means to this end, 

He are not prepared to fore;et the c,:rTc unc ciEdlt of the theft of a quantity 

of plutonium by Israel. Even the friends of Israel are bound to observe the 

development of nuclear weaponry in occupied Palestine. 

The United Nations has adopted clear-cut resolutions ou estccbl ~shine; 

a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East. All countries of the ree;ion, 

with the exception of Israel, have accepted this. In fact, the 7~ '~·nist entity 

continues to defy the will of the international community. We believe that 

all countries, and in particular the e;reat Powers, must e;ive every possible 

effective assistance and support to efforts to implement the resolution c>L 

to allow Zionist refusal to prevent this Ore;anization from implementine; its 

resolutions. 

Nuclear blackmail,which has recently been introduced in the repion by the 

=. -· _,ni st entity, creates a very dane;erous situation which deserves our -r, .11 

attention. Har broke out in the Middle East several times durinr=; tL: 

of a sin['"le e;eneration. 
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The Zior.ists in their continued acts of ac;r,ression have emp::..oyed all kinds 

of forbidden weapons. To date the situation in the Middle East is still 

characterized by tension, and it is deteriorating further. The possibility of 

an explosion because of the Zionist policies of ar;cression remains very 

::;trong. 

As has been pointed out, this is one of the most serious Questions which 

the international community faces, particularly after the introduction of a new 

element in the conflict between Arabs and Zionists - that is to say, the 

nuclear weaponry of the Zionist entity. All the forero:oinc; indicates that either 

the United Nations must urc;ently adopt effective measures to chanc;e the 

situation or we shall continue to 1-ritness R. deteriorating situation. 
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On our agenda we have a very important item~ namely, a special General 

Asseml1ly session devoted to disarmament. The failure so far of all disarmament 

efforts is the reason for convening the special session, so that we rnight r1al<:e a 

renewed effort to resolve the disarmament question. Argentina's representative, 

I1r" Ortiz de Rozas, has presented the re~ort of the Preparatory Committee in a 

thorough and complete manner and has earned our admiration. That report should be 

studied in detail. 

Hy delegation has from the outset supported the appeal of the non-aligned 

countries, following the Non-Aligned Surrmit Conference at Colombo, for this special 

session to be held. l'Ty clelee;ation participated in the work of the Preparatory 

Committee and we are pleased with the results reached. 

The Iraqi delegation considers that, in the present state of the disarmament 

problem, the convening of this session has become a necessity and deserves our 

full attention. My delegation therefore hopes that the Preparatory Corrrrnittee 

meetings to be held next year will complete the work that remains so as to enable 

us to arrive at results that will guarantee genuine progress in this field, and thus 

make up for the many delays we have experienced in our present attempts to solve 

the question of disarmament. 

I·ily delegation also supports the establishment of a nuclear-free zone ln the 

Indian Ocean. The Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean, of which we are a mewber, 

has undertaken contacts this year aimed at implementing the General Assembly 

resolution. The results obtained so far, however, are very limited, not to say 

discouraging. That is essentially due to the fact thac most of the major Powers 

have not co-operated with the Ad Hoc Committee. The result has been a failure to 

implement the Declaration on the Indian Ocean or to achieve its objectives. 

The repeated arguments adduced by these countries regarding guarantees of 

freedom of navigation are hardly convincing, particularly in view of the f2r>t at 

the Declaration on establishing a nuclear-free zone in the Indian OcP 

cut and unambiguous. My delegation has emphasized that keeping mili t:c. 

the Indian Ocean, and the ensuing escalation of military rivalry, are the 111a,ic:r 

obstacles preventing the implementation of the Declaration on the es:: --" • -i :~ 1 ,rnfT1+ 

of a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean. 
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The failure of the efforts made so far has resulted in the proposal made by 

~1adagascar to convene a conference attended by the coastal States and other States 

in the region. The Iraqi delegation has supported that idea and we hope that that 

conference will tal\:e place and brine; about an agreement that will create the 

conditions necessary for implementation of the Declaration on the Indian Ocean. 

I should like to endorse the suggestion made by the representatives of the 

developing countries who have emphasized that nuclear energy should be used for 

economic and social development. 

Hr. D 1 ALMEIDA (Togo) (interpretation from French): As I am speaking 

for the first time in this Committee, may I, first of all, on behalf of my 

delegation, warmly congratulate you on your election to the chairmanship of the 

First Committee and to extend similar congratulations to the other offices of 

the Corr@ittee. I take particular pleasure in seeing this important office held 

by the representative of Ghana, a fraternal and friendly country. 

The question of disarmament continues to be one of the central topics of 

discussion in the First Committee. The first conclusion we can draw from the 

debate is that the international community, by a great majority, has recognized 

the dramatic need to face up to the danger of the arms race. This incipient 

awareness must be haste:e1ed and strengthened by all possible means. 

The arms race remains one of the most alarming phenomena in international 

relations. It represents a source of mistrust and tension among States. It is 

an obstacle to the peace and progress of peoples. It is with anxiety, if not 

anguish, that mankind has embarked on the last quarter of this century, one which 

has already suffered two world wars. Another world war, as every one knows, is 

likely to end in the destruction of mankind by nuclear weapons. 

I 

I 
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Today the -vmrld is living not only by the law of the jungle but also 

in ~ balance of terror, at the nercy of an incident or a nuclear accident. 

The aTLls race and the eliuinc.tion of the danger of nuclear conflict are the 

challenc;es of tc!(J.,ay. Unfortunately, we have a definite feeling of frustration at 

the lack of progress in the field of disarmar1ent. It is virtually 

iupossible to remain optimistic. The hazards of the arms race are continuously 

compounded by a dangerous proliferation of ueapons, both CJl.l.Rntitr,tiYl':~· nnd 

qualitatively. The nuclear arms race is an affront to the honour and the 

conscience of peoples. It is also an absurdity, considering that it has led 

to an accur,mlation of Heapons whose destructive power is enough to destroy 

all life on our planet severed tii1es over. 

lve believe thc:.t cseneral and complete disarmament under international 

control rer.w.ins the objective to which all disarmament efforts should be 

directed. The Elost urgent task is the cseneral and complete cessation of 

nuclec.r-weapons tests and the prevention of the spread of such weapons. 

\Te deplore the continued manufacture of ever-more <leadly and sophisticated 

ueapons vhile efforts are under way to reduce those tho.t already exist. 

The arms race not only represents a grave threat to mankind; it is also 

a waste of precious energies and resources which, rather than being squandered 

on the improvement of engines of death and destruction, should be devoted to 

meeting the most basic and most essential needs of man. The arms race is just 

as deadly for world econon1ic relations because of the financial and human resources 

it absorbs. Our first tasl\: is to counter this state of affairs and to imbue others 

with our determination to bring about an effective and controlled general 

disarmament as soon as possible. 

Disarmament is not only dependent on a panoply of technical arrangements; 

it presupposes, and is at the same time a corollary, of the ne>·T approach in 

international relations: the Hillingness of all countries to settle disputes 

through arbitration and negotiation and the commitment to conduct international 

relations in observance of the principles proclaimed in the United Nations Charter. 
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lly delegation c::msiCi.ers furt11ermore that it is urgently necessary for the 

General fcssembl;y to cive particular attention to vrhat is coinc; on in our continent 

for it is ir•lperative that Africa should become a nuclear--"~reapon -fn:··-.: zcr"e. We 

are concerned at current developments in the international situation vhich fcwour 

the spread of such nuclear weapons to ne1v- seo~T,raphical re~ions. 

\/hat is happenine; in South Africa is particularly alarmin;o;. TTe c'lermnd 

stricter control of nuclear exports for peaceful purposes to ·prevent their use for 

military purposes. It goes vithout sayin;:; that the 0tates furnishinc: nuclear 

materials, equipment and technoloc:~r have a special resr1onsibility in this rec;ard. 

In my dele~::,ation 1 s vieu the nuclear countries should discharge their oblig;_'Ltion 

to l·rorl;. together for the implementation of United nations General Assembl~r 

resoiutions in the field of disarmament. \·Jhile ~.Je 1-relcome the bilateral measures 

tovrards disan1ament we believe that these efforts should increasinr;ly be channelled 

throu·~h the United ~Tations. DisarEaBent is not ju2t the business •:. r' th ·se with 

the c:re.'1.test destructive capabili t:y. 

\
1e believe that hic;h priority should be given ln United Pat ions fc rums to all 

aspects of disarmam.ent. He have taken some small comfort frocl hearine; the tlvo 

super--Povers here and there ~~xplici tly and soleiLnl:y indicate thc:ir intention 

of intensifyin[; their efforts and 1-re hope that in the coming year vre shall uitness 

more tangible pro~ress in the field of disarmament. It is no doubt a difficult but 

by no means impossible task. 

l·lly delegation favours the convening of a special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to problems of disarmament as uas requested at Colombo by the 

non~-ali[:;ned countries. Fe believe that the special session could be c..n 

appropriate forum for considerine: all disarm::l.ment questions and for determining 

1-rays and means of resolving them. l-'ly delegation hopes that at the forthcoming 

special session a practical and conscientious disarmament effort Hill be 

made in a deeply realistic and responsible spirit for there is already l1isarray 

in the ranks of those lvho expect more frcu life than mere stocktakinc;. 

'I'he meeting rose at 1.15 p.m_. 


